The ScatterType CAPTCHA, designed 
Introduction
In 1997 Andrei Broder and his colleagues at the DEC Systems Research Center developed a scheme to block the abusive automatic submission of URLs to the AltaVista web-site [Bro01, LABB01] . Their approach was to challenge a potential user to read an image of printed text formed specially so that machine vision (OCR) systems could not read it but humans still could. Since that time, also inspired (as Broder's team was) by Alan Turing's 1950 proposal of methods for validating claims of artificial intelligence [Tur50] , many such CAPTCHAs -Completely Automated Public Turing tests to tell Computers and Humans Apart -have been developed, including CMU's EZ-Gimpy [BAL00, HB01], PARC's PessimalPrint [CBF01] and BaffleText [CB03] , Paypal's CAPTCHA ((www.paypal.com)), Microsoft's CAPTCHA [SSB03, CLSC05] , and Lehigh's ScatterType [BR05] . As reported in [BR05, CLSC05] attacks on some of these CAPTCHAs have succeeded. We and other researchers (e.g. [CLSC05, MM03] ) believe that many, perhaps most, of today's CAPTCHAs are vulnerable to custom-tailored preprocessing that segments the words into characters, followed by trainable OCR.
These observations motivated us to investigate CAPTCHAs which are likely to resist charactersegmentation attacks.
In [BR05] we first described the 'ScatterType' CAPTCHA: the image of each character making up a word is fragmented using horizontal and vertical cuts, then the fragments are forced to drift apart until it is difficult automatically to reassemble them into characters. Experimental data reported in that article showed that subjective ratings of difficulty by human readers were strongly and usefully correlated with illegibility. A systematic exploration of the legibility of ScatterType as a function of the generating parameters, detailed in [BMW05] and summarized in this paper, revealed an operating regime within which human legibility exceeds 95 per cent.
In this paper we describe the design of a new ScatterType trial to identify subregimes with well characterized difficulty (both subjective and objective). We also propose a methodology for offering ScatterType to the research community for experiments in CAPTCHA attack.
Synthesizing ScatterType Challenges
In this section we briefly review the generating parameters (a fuller discussion can be found in [BR05, BMW05] ). and scattering parameters. The text strings are English-like nonsense words generated pseudorandomly as described in [CB03] : in the original ScatterType trial, 4000 words were used; in the next trial, about 15,000 will be used. The typefaces may be chosen from a large set: in the original trial, twenty-one fonts were used; in the next trial, at least 100 fonts will be used. The word is rendered as a bilevel image to which cutting and scattering operations are applied, separately to each character (more precisely, to each character's image within its own 'bounding box'). The parameters controlling this are, briefly:
Cutting Fraction Each character image is cut into rectangular blocks of this size, but random offset.
Expansion Fraction
Fragments are moved apart by this distance, held constant across all characters in the string.
Horizontal Scatter Each row of cut fragments is shifted horizontally by a random distance chosen independently for each row. Adjacent rows alternate left and right movements.
Vertical Scatter Each fragment within a row is shifted vertically by this distance, as for horizontal scatter. Adjacent fragments within a row alternate up and down movements.
The resulting character images are combined using:
Character Separation The character images are separated horizontally by this distance.
The First Legibility Trial
Volunteers at Lehigh University and Avaya Labs Research attempted to read ScatterType challenges of the kind shown in Figure 2 , using challenges generated using the parameter ranges summarized in Figure 1 . 
Experimental Results from the First Trial
A total of 4275 ScatterType challenges were presented to human subjects: they are illustrated in Figures 3-5 , at three subjective levels of difficulty: "Easy," medium difficulty, and "Impossible." Human legibility -percentage of challenges correctly read -is summarized in Figure 6 . Overall, human legibility averaged 53%, and exceeded 73% for the two easiest levels. Legibility was strongly correlated with subjective difficulty level, falling off monotonically with increasing subjective difficulty (details in [BR05, BMW05] ).
A Highly Legible Regime
Manual exploration of the trial results-using Tin Kam Ho's Mirage data analysis tool http://cm.belllabs.com/who/tkh/mirage/index.html-revealed that judicious choices of the generating parameters can select levels of varying difficulty, both objective and subjective.
The Mirage scatter plot (Figure 7 ) with the mean horizontal scatter distance on the x-axis and the mean vertical scatter distance on the y-axis clearly shows a concentration of legible challenges in the lower left hand region near the origin. Good performance results by classifying all instances within an Euclidean distance of 0.25 from the origin as legible.
By limiting the mean scatter distances to less than 0.15, human legibility climbed to 80%. Simultaneously restricting the cut fraction parameter to 0.25 improved legibility, but only slightly. We examined the effect of pruning fonts and characters used in the nonsense words, and concluded that pruning fonts was unlikely to help. (Later, after pruning the worst performing characters, this was validated in trials that included it with removing the worst performing characters, we tried this once more, and suffered a loss of legibility of four per cent). In the preliminary analysis in [BR05] , when the five characters with the highest "confusability"('q', 'c', 'i', 'o', and 'u') were removed brought us rapidly to above 90%. Combined with our new restrictions, we achieved a legibility of almost 93%. From this analysis we inferred that restricting mean scatter distances and pruning the worst performing characters are strongly positively correlated with legibility, while using larger cut fraction can be useful when used in combination with other features. Removing poorly performing fonts however seem to offer little benefit.
Among a large number of such policies, reported in detail in [BMW05] , one achieved legibility of 97.5%, but for only 78 instances. This required pruning five characters and limiting the scatter distances to 0.1. To summarize, we have shown that through removing a small subset of easily confusable characters and restricting the range of two parameters, legibility can be raised to above 95%.
A Negative Result on Image Complexity
We also tried to predict legibility of ScatterType challenges using features that can be automatically extracted from the images. Tests on the 'Perimetric Image Complexity' metric that worked well on BaffleText images [CB02] failed to predict legibility of ScatterType challenges.
Discussion and Future Work
A systematic analysis of the first ScatterType human legibility trial data has identified an operating regime -a combination of restrictions placed on generating parameters and pruning of the character set -which achieves legibility better than 95%. Within that regime we can pseudorandomly generate many millions of distinct ScatterType challenges.
We are designing a second legibility trial to replenish the data set and investigate how well can we automatically control difficulty levels, both objective and subjective.
ScatterType's vulnerabilities to automatic attack seem to be, principally:
1. most of the fragments of characters will 'fit' perfectly if correctly joined-this might allow a kind of "jigsaw puzzle" attack;
2. the variable-length character n-gram model used to generate the nonsense words is of course more constraining than random strings-perhaps this model can be reverse-engineered or approximated and so constrain the search employed by attackers; and 3. our policy of using a single typeface within a word may allow automatic font inference.
Of course every CAPTCHA including ScatterType must be tested systematically using the best available OCR engines, and should be offered to the research community for attack by experimental machine vision methods. At this conference we will invite such attacks by the research community. For up-to-date instructions concerning the new trial and its 'attackers entrance', see http://arcturus.cse.lehigh.edu/CAPTCHAs.
